Public Art - The public art symbol identifies places within the Riverside Drive corridor where there is an opportunity to use public art as an integrated piece of infrastructure and design. This may not necessarily refer to art as sculpture, but could take a different form, such as a pedestrian bridge, overpass or underpass.

Vehicular Parking - The parking symbol identifies areas where there is an opportunity to add or make improvements to the existing vehicular parking supply required for many of the civic park areas along Riverside Drive.

View / Vista - The view symbol identifies major view opportunities either from the street grid looking out across the river towards the Detroit River and skyline, or towards significant features and landmarks that might be located within the waterfront park areas.

2.2 Constraints

Although aesthetic constraints can be identified as missed opportunities, these are generally areas where there is a physical design problem either due to the road configuration, the amount of land available versus the functions that should be carried out within Riverside Drive, or areas where there might be a very specific problem such as steep access, a major grade change, or a stairway.